
Acting Workshop: Devised Theatre
G  Lulu

[CA Pre-Req Course]
In this class we will work together to create an original, multi-disciplinary piece of theatre! We will explore and
develop the "basics" of acting technique through acting games, improv, monologue and scene work. We will explore
how to access our personal experiences to create characters and learn how to bring them to life in a way that feels
believable to actor and audience. The performance will be presented at the end of the semester. Beginning and
experienced actors will all benefit from this course. Students who have already taken Acting at Urban are welcome to
return!

Advanced Algebra
E  Kiki

[Math Pre-Req][Math Prof]
Content - Polynomials, symbolic equations, exponent rules, systems of equations, complex numbers, quadratic
formula analysis, circle equations, patterns, nth terms, logic and mathematical writing.

Methods - Puzzles, problem solving and playing games. You'll work mainly in small groups. Your job is to not only
figure out but to also explain. There will be regular weekly homework assignments, quizzes, and two exams.

This class will offer the calculations prerequisite and logic twice during the semester. Students who have passed the
calculations pre-req and are in good standing in the course towards the end of the term, will be invited to sit for the
Math Application. 

Prerequisite - Teacher recommendation.

This class is a prerequisite for pre-calculus.

Algebra 1
A  Cathy

[Math Pre-Req]
This class introduces you to the basic concepts of algebra: order of operations, signed numbers, solving equations,
graphing and slope, exponents and roots. Solving problems and playing games are the basic procedures of the class
and you will work mainly in small groups. Your job will be to figure out and explain how you did your work. There
will be regular homework, periodic quizzes and two tests.

This class will offer the calculations and/or logic pre-requisites of the Math Proficiency.

Algebra 2
B  Andrea
D  Andrea

[Math Pre-Req]
This class is a continuation of Algebra 1 and will cover: distributive law, factoring, linear equations, two by two
systems of equations, linear and quadratic graphing, exponents and roots, nth terms, and the quadratic formula.

The basic procedures of the class include solving puzzles and short projects. You will work in small groups. Your job
will be to figure out and explain your work. There will be weekly homework, two quizzes, and two exams.

This class will offer the calculations prerequisite and logic twice during the semester.



A Little Bit of Japanese
J  Rachel S

Do you have an interest in Japanese Language and culture? Have you taken a Japanese course and are interested in
keeping up with what you've already learned? In this short intro course we will focus on studying Japanese sentence
structures and vocabulary. There will also be some writing and studying of hiragana. Be prepared to do lots of pair
work, sharing and presenting. Please note that this class only meets once a week for 50 minutes, so if you are serious
on internalizing what we cover, you must be willing to study outside of class.

American Sign Language (ASL): All levels welcome
A  Alan
B  Alan

[Foreign Language]
American Sign Language (ASL) is the third most common non-English language used in the United States behind
Spanish and Chinese and continues to be one of the fastest growing languages of study in the United States.

"ASL is a visually perceived, gesture-based language." That means it is a language that is expressed through the hands
and face and is perceived through the eyes.  If you furrow your eyebrows, tilt your head, glance in a certain direction,
twist your body a certain way, puff your cheek, or any number of other "inflections" --you are adding or changing
meaning in ASL.  A "visual gestural" language carries just as much information as an oral/aural (mouth/ear) language.

The best way to learn ASL is through interactive activities, hands-on experience guided by the teacher. This is a great
opportunity for you to learn a new language, and who knows, perhaps some of you could make a career out of it to
become an ASL interpreter!

ARDUINO Programming
D  Shingi

[Hands-On Sci Pre-Req Course][Sci Pre-Req Paper][Sci Prof]
How do electronic devices work? What do programmers do? Are you ready to use your creativity to design and
program your own devices? Your own programmed flashing Christmas lights, a home-made thermostat, even a robot
built from scratch!

In this hands-on science & engineering course we will be learning to use Arduino micro-controllers (mini-computers).
You will learn basic programming skills and how to make electronic circuits. Be prepared for a lot of work with small,
fiddly electronic components and computer programming.

Note: Science Proficiency will only be possible for students who have taken the course previously.

Basketball
J  Cathy
R  Andrea

Come play basketball. It will be friendly (as in no trash-talking and everyone gets to play and no one hogs the ball).
You can play in the games or just shoot around or play badminton. But you can't be on your phone. . .



Bookmaking
J  Cora

Do you have an idea for an illustrated book that you'd like to create, or a project from Bookmaking last semester that
you need time to finish?

This Activities period will a include a mix of creative writing and art activities with the final goal of each creating a
unique, handmade accordion book. We will learn about the natural materials provided to us by the Morgan Library,
and mix them into paints ourselves. We will illuminate our final texts with these paints, as well as real gold leaf. Those
who are interested will have an opportunity to visit the museum to see medieval manuscripts that use these same
techniques.

Later in the semester, we will display our finished books in the school.

Calculations With Daniel
J  Daniel

[Math Pre-Req]
Have you taken the calculations test more than once? Are you often nervous about taking a test? Did you almost pass
the calculations test last semester but not quite? You'll be able to develop your testing skills and fill in your math holes
in this workshop. Your study will be tailored to your particular needs.  

Note: If you start in this class and then pass the calculations test, you can move into another class for the rest of the
semester.

Calculus: Part Two
A  Justine

Let's say you know something about the speed of a plane and its direction and you know when it passed a certain
place. But the plane's not moving in a straight line and does not have a constant speed. How can you use that
information to locate the plane now? Calculus can help!  In fact, if you only know how the speed of a plane is
changing (its acceleration) and the time when it passed a certain place, calculus will help you find that plane as well. 

What does all this have to do with the strangely-shaped area underneath the graph of a function? And why does the
slope of that function have such a strong relationship with that area? In Calculus Part Two, we will explore answers to
these questions, review the relationships between polynomial, trigonometric, and exponential functions and their
derivatives, and begin to explore integrals. We will also use a few websites and other resources to develop study skills
that will help you brave and succeed in college-level math classes.

Note: You may take this course on the recommendation of the math department, even if you did not complete part one.

Camp Games
J  Rachel W

Have you ever played Mafia or Celebrities or Grandma's Keys? How about the card game Spoons?  There are dozens
of fun camp games and we'll sample quite a few - from word games like Anomia to group party and circle games.
(And we may learn a few card games, too!)



Chess
J  Adam

Like to play chess? Want to learn how? This is the activities period for you!

For more advanced players, there will be some strategy exercises available. We will offer individualized (gentle)
instruction for those who want to improve their game, as well as board-position puzzles for those who want to try
them. Players will be asked to play with different partners over the course of the semester to expand their playing
strategies.

Choose Your Own Adventure
F  Caitlin

[SS Pre-Req Course][SS Pre-Req Paper][SS Prof]
Have you always wanted to know more about the Black Power Movement, child soldiers, the NASA space program,
or the criminal justice system? Do you have a passion for baseball, basketball, or soccer? Do you want to know more
about the Syrian genocide happening right now or global warming or social media or Cuban politics? Are you
interested in transgender political activism? Is there anything that has happened or is happening in this city, this
country or in the world that you want to know more about?  Do you want the chance to choose what it is you study?

In this course you will have the chance to choose for yourself a subject you want to learn more about and do just that. 
The only requirements are that it be about something that really happened or is happening now and that there is a book
out there about it.  If you can read about it, then you can study it here.

We will be reading in class, sharing what we learn, debating questions that emerge, and putting it all together in
presentations and essays.

Constitutional Law
F  Adam, Rachel W

[SS Pre-Req Course][SS Pre-Req Paper][SS Prof]
Can you be arrested for what you post on Instagram? Does freedom of religion mean Wisconsin has to allow a Satanic
display in its courthouse if it has a Christmas display there? If the police beat you up to get you to admit to a crime,
can your statements ever be used against you? Can a school principal search you and your locker if she suspects you
have illegal drugs? Can the government seize your property to build a wall along the border? Is Trump's ban on
transgender people serving in the military a violation of their constitutional rights?

What do these questions have in common?

These are issues of constitutional law that have been or will be decided by the United States Supreme Court, and they
all affect your individual rights. In this class we will examine several constitutional questions by reading Supreme
Court cases, by talking to lawyers and other legal experts and by arguing about the cases in class. We will also pick a
case being heard this term, read related cases, and then travel to either Washington, D.C. or Albany, NY to hear oral
argument in the case.

All students will be expected to function as lawyers (writing briefs and arguing cases) and judges (asking oral
argument questions and writing opinions) during class.



Cosmetic Chemistry
F  Terri G

[Hands-On Sci Pre-Req Course][Sci Pre-Req Paper]
In this hands-on-science class we will conduct experiments on the personal care products that most interest us. These
products include skin, hair and body care products, fragrances, and makeup. We will study the chemistry that affects
how they work, make our own, and figure out which ones are worth the money. 

There will be opportunities to earn a pre-requisite lab report and to start a science proficiency.

Culture Clash
B  Cora

[Lit Pre-Req Course][Lit Pre-Req Paper]
What happens when two foreign cultures suddenly collide? Are there any circumstances under which one group has
the right to impose their value system on another group? What are the consequences when children reject the traditions
of their parents and embrace the lifestyle of the outsider? Can new identities be forged outside of cultural expectations
around gender roles, power dynamics, religion and obligation?

In this literature course, we will read and analyze two substantial works of literature by African authors: one classic
text (Things Fall Apart) and one more recent novel (Homegoing). Both works grapple with the central theme of what
happens to a community when there is a disruption to the traditional way of life, and how the intrusion of outside
influences can both appeal to and devastate the people in of a community. 

Expect to complete extensive reading assignments outside of class. In class we will focus on text-based discussion and
analytical writing development. Students in this course will have the opportunity to complete a literature pre-req.

Current Issues (A and B)
A  Avram, Herb
B  Avram, Herb

[SS Pre-Req Course][SS Pre-Req Paper][SS Prof]
- Free Speech
- Immigration
- 2020 Election Strategies
- Taxes and Inequality
- Racism

These are some topics likely to be explored this semester. Speakers will be interviewed by the class regularly. Your
ability to probe the speaker's ideas will be a key focus.

Every student will select an area of interest. Weekly, 1 page, written reports on that issue will be required. Every
student will lead a discussion of a specific topic.

THIS IS A TWO PERIOD COURSE. You must sign up for both A and B Periods. If you are unable to arrive at 8:30,
if you are not prepared to submit a weekly assignment consistently, you should consider not taking this course.

Dance with Jai
J  Jai

Come and dance with me, all levels welcome in this class we will be doing hip hop and different dance styles! Don't be
nervous just be ready to have fun!



Darkroom Photography F
F  Rachel B [also meets 3:30pm to 5:00pm on Mondays]

[CA Pre-Req Course][CA Prof][Crit Pre-Req Course]
In this course you will use old fashioned film cameras to take photographs of the people and places in your lives:
friends, families, hangout spots, or other things in the city you love, hate or have curiosity about and want to
document.

If you are a beginner, you will learn how to use your camera (provided by the school if you don't have your own), as
well as process film and make prints. If you are experienced, you'll use the time to get better! We will be looking at the
work of other documentary photographers, and you will be presenting your work to the class for critique at a few
points in the semester. 

There is a lab for this class that will meet on Mondays from 3:30-5:00. We will mostly work in the darkroom during
this time, but we'll also use it to go on shooting excursions and to see photographs at museums or galleries.

Darkroom Photography G
G  Roy [also meets 3:30pm to 5:00pm on Tuesdays]

[CA Pre-Req Course][CA Prof][Crit Pre-Req Course]
This class is open to both experienced photographers and students with no photography experience. Through an initial
group photography assignment and weekly individual assignments focusing on your individual topic, the class will
create photographs in the darkroom and discuss what makes them visually significant and relevant. We will also visit
various galleries around the city that concentrate on presenting photography. A final presentation of class work will be
required at the end of the semester.

A Tuesday lab is required for this course, from 3:30-5:00.

Digital Photography
F  Roy

[CA Pre-Req Course][CA Prof][Crit Pre-Req Course]
Through weekly projects and group critiques, this class will explore how to use digital photography to create visually
interesting images.  We will also use the computer and the open-source programs: GIMP (similar to Photoshop) to
learn how to manipulate these images, and Inkscape to design page layouts that incorporate text, graphics and color
with our images.  

Each student will be responsible for compiling a final portfolio of their semester's work, and will also have the
opportunity to contribute pages to this year's yearbook.  

This is a digital darkroom and computer design course.  Though there is no scheduled after school lab set aside for this
class, you will need to complete work on school computers during class and after school.



Disney: Film & Popular Culture
G  Rachel B

[Crit Pre-Req Course][SS Pre-Req Course][SS Pre-Req Paper][SS Prof]
Since the 1930's Disney has represented American genius and wholesome family entertainment, in America and to
audiences across the world. Classics such as Steamboat Willie, Snow White, The Lion King, and Moana delighted
many and captured children's imaginations while making the company loads of money. Parents get involved in the
"magic," taking their kids to see Disney films, and happily spending precious dollars at Disney World. 

Along the way many have also identified a dark side to Disney, criticizing the films and products for portraying girls
as helpless, for creating racist stereotypes, for sanitizing American history.

In this course we will study the animated films--their admirers, their critics, and their "meanings"-- and also look at
some of the corporation's decisions. (The company now owns Marvel, Pixar and the Star Wars franchise, among many
others.) Are Walt Disney--the man and the company he created--models of American creative genius, or greedy
villains who manipulate children into buying bad ideas and products? You decide!

Dungeons and Dragons
J  Peter

We of the Urban GreyCloaks are seeking adventurers! We are looking for the bravest knights who will charge into
battle without a second thought! The most skilled hunters to brave the wilds, the wittiest rogues who will uncover
mysterious and ancient treasures! The most daring wizards who fear not the limits of mankind! Let's slay some
dragons, explore the space-time continuum, and maybe earn some new companions along the way!

In all seriousness, this is a an activities period centered around the age old game of Dungeons and Dragons. It's acting,
math, and partying* all rolled up into one dice rolling extravaganza. If you're willing to step outside yourself, and try
playing a character in a role-playing game sign up!

Dice will be provided, but feel free to bring your own! 20 sided preferred!
"Don't try to understand everything in nature, just look at it and enjoy it."
*This is a play on words. D&D groups are often called "parties."

Games
J  Ana

Like to play games? Backgammon, Blockus, Clue, Connect Four and many others. We'll learn them and play them.
Bring suggestions for other possible options. No prior experience necessary -- just be ready to play.



Geometry
G  Andrea

[Math Pre-Req]
What's the point? Literally, we will be looking at points and studying the shapes made with an infinite number of
points!

This class will look at angles and shape relationships of all sorts -- theoretical and practical.  We will be using various
technologies, constructing diagrams with compass and straightedge, and explaining why our ideas make sense.  We
will also be conducting mathematical explorations with paper-folding (aka origami) and projects studying our outside
world.

Students will work mainly in small groups and there will be puzzles, logic proofs, a weekly problem set, quizzes, tests
and weekly homeworks. 

Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation

Girl Talk
J  Taina

The purpose of this group is to explore different topics that interest the group members themselves. Yup! It's all about
you. Whether it's about body image, relationships, self-esteem, stress, other mental health concerns, or current events -
we can talk about it all. Here you will be encouraged to share any thoughts and feelings you may have as well as any
struggles you are experiencing in a safe and supportive environment in order to feel empowered, gain self-awareness,
develop coping and real world problem-solving skills.

H2O
F  Daniel

[Hands-On Sci Pre-Req Course][Sci Pre-Req Paper][Sci Prof]
What is water and is it a living or non-living thing? What role does water play in the human body? Is water wet or dry?
Is drinking 8 glasses of water a day a myth? Is water the most important environmental issue in the 21st century? 
Was the Flint water crisis an environmental injustice? Why or why not? Are NYC public schools' water fountains safe
to drink? Why or why not?

What is "Day Zero" and why should you care about it? Water sustainability-where are we now and where do we want
to be in the next generation? Many cities from around the world are experiencing water droughts; could New York
City be next?

This course will introduce students to the science of water with direct emphasis on the global water crisis. There will
be assigned readings and written assignments in this course.

In this hands-on science course, students will complete a lab report from an independent environmental science
experiment that they will design and conduct at the end of the semester.



Harry Potter, Read Aloud by Adam
R  Adam

If you haven't read the first Harry Potter book (or if you want to hear it read aloud, even if you've already read it), this
is the reading group for you.  Adam will be doing the reading, and he does the voices pretty well.

The Harry Potter series may very well be the best books ever written.  The movies are good, but the books are better,
and this group will be a great introduction.

Hip Hop with Lacey
E  Lacey

[CA Pre-Req Course][Phys Ed]
This is a high energy hip hop class that will have you engaged from start to finish.  The essential elements of this class
are rhythm, coordination, technique, and style development.  Are you an aspiring hip hop dancer?  If the answer is yes,
then this class is guaranteed to point you in the right direction.

Hooked: Crochet and Yarnwork
J  Terri G

Let's crochet! This Activities Period class is open to any needleworkers, but I'll only be teaching crochet. If you want
to knit, do needlepoint, quilt, tat, whatever, it's all good! We'll chat and work and relax.

Human Perception: Data Analysis
A  Terri G

[Hands-On Sci Pre-Req Course][Sci Pre-Req Paper][Sci Prof][Math Prof]
Why did some people see a white and gold dress and others saw black and blue? Is it yanny or laurel? If you can't
smell, do apples and potatoes taste the same? We will be collecting data to help us answer these questions.

Why do we collect data? To answer questions? To find out something new? To confirm what we think we know? All
of the above? Data do not, however, speak in a language that we are usually familiar with. You need tools to help you
understand the story that the data are trying to tell you. In this course, we will learn how to interpret the story that the
numbers tell.

Our primary tools in this course will be Google's Docs, Sheets and Forms products. We will collect a lot of data and
learn how to add on to and manipulate these products in order to understand what our data are telling us.



Immigrant Fiction
G  Karen

[Crit Pre-Req Course][Lit Pre-Req Course][Lit Pre-Req Paper]
America has been called "the land of opportunity" and for millions of people each year they dream of coming to this
country.  But what is this dream about?  What do people have to go through in order to make their dreams come
through?  What price, if any, do they pay in their quest for success?  What happens to those who do not achieve it? 
What happens when the dream becomes a nightmare?

In this literature class we will read a series of novels and short stories, which lay bare the experiences of immigrants. 
We will visit various immigrant neighborhoods and landmarks.  We will also watch films which shed light on what
this experience is all about.

Students should come prepared to do a great deal of reading and writing.  There will also be several opportunities to
get pre-requisite papers done.

Intensive Science Workshop
B  Daniel

[Hands-On Sci Pre-Req Course] [Sci Pre-Req Paper] [Sci Prof]
Do you need help with your background research? Are you a senior making some real progress this semester on your
science proficiency? Do you do your best work with one-on-one support from your teacher?  Would you like to
complete your own experiment this semester?

This will be a very small class where each student will design and conduct an experiment to write a lab report to
complete their science proficiency.  

Instructor's permission is required to sign up for this class.

It's All About Me: Memoir & Autobiographically-Inspired Fiction
E  Cora

[Lit Pre-Req Course][Lit Pre-Req Paper]
How much of someone else's life is yours to share? Should a writer have to get permission from the people who they
write about in their memoirs? What if including an incident in your memoir means exposing someone else's secrets?

In this literature course we will read short stories and memoir excerpts. As we read about the sometimes funny,
sometimes shocking experiences inspired by authors' own lives-- which often include their family and friends as
characters-- we will consider ethical questions such as: what happens when you write honestly about your past? 

We will also consider aspects of the genre such as: How much fact is permissible in a work of fiction, and can a story
about our own lives, told from memory, ever be considered "truth"? 

In addition to participating in class discussions and writing short analyses of these texts, you will also develop your
own memoir or autobiographically-inspired work of fiction, workshopping your story ideas over the course of the
semester. Students in this course will have the opportunity to complete a literature pre-req.



Juniors Write the 3Ps!
E  Caitlin

[Writing Req]
What are the 3Ps? Pre-reqs, Proficiencies and Personal Essays!

This is a writing course for juniors only*. For Urban students, second semester junior year brings new pressure to get
those Pre-reqs and Proficiencies moving! Many of you have papers already in the works or are planning to complete
papers in order to qualify to become seniors by June.  And, sooner than you think, it will be the fall and college
applications will begin.  

This is a writing course designed to help juniors build their paper-writing skills as they work on Pre-reqs,
Proficiencies, and Personal Essays.  Think of it as a proficiency lab meets writing bootcamp.  In the middle, we will
work on personal essays, so you get a jumpstart on your college applications before things really start to heat up. There
will be lots of writing time, some workshopping, and homework as needed to help you get the writing done!

*1st semester seniors are also encouraged to sign up!

Listening to Books
R  Shingi

If you'd like to listen to a book of your choice during the reading period, join this group.  You'll choose a book and
we'll find an audio book version.

Looking for an Argument
B  Caitlin, Teresa

[SS Pre-Req Course][SS Pre-Req Paper][SS Prof][Writing Req]
- Have video games made us more violent?
- Should people who do bad things when they're young be accountable for those things when they grow up?
- Should schools ban words that some people find offensive?

There are many controversial issues out there; we'll argue a wide range of them.

You will be able to explore the logic of viewpoints you seriously disagree with.

You'll develop talents you didn't know you had.

This is a college prep course designed to help you:
- think through controversial issues
- support your beliefs effectively
- take useful notes
- highlight key points in your readings
- write essays under time limit pressure

Though no homework will be assigned, if you miss a class, the classwork will need to be made up at home.

Math Workshop
G  Kiki

Do you need some extra help with math? This workshop is designed so that students in similar math classes can work
together along with additional support from a teacher.



Meditation
R  Kevin

This class welcomes experienced and inexperienced students interested in practicing Mindfulness Meditation.
Meditations will vary in focus and technique. 
Throughout the semester we hope to improve awareness, concentration, and/or boost wellness. 

Note: Cell phones are not allowed during this period, of course.

Novels
A  Karen

[General Prof Skills]
Would you like to read more? Are you having trouble getting started? Do you  have a hard time figuring out what
book to choose? Maybe you have never enjoyed reading novels or have never read a novel you enjoyed. Perhaps
you've never actually finished a novel.
In this course you will:

    * choose what you read
    * decide whether you like it
    * give and take recommendations about what to read from your classmates
    * learn what you like to read
    * write reviews about the books you read
    * read short stories which introduce you to a range of genres

Number Theory and Pre-Algebra
D  Kiki

[Math Pre-Req]
If you are not yet proficient in decimals, fractions, proportions, percents and signed numbers, this course will help to
fill in those gaps in your math knowledge.  In this class you'll mostly work in small groups doing puzzles and
problems with your classmates. 

This class will help you pass the calculations prerequisite of the math proficiency.

Optics: Geometric Optics
E  Daniel

[Hands-On Sci Pre-Req Course][Sci Pre-Req Paper][Sci Prof]
What is light? How does light travel? How do we see objects? Why are objects in the side-view mirror closer than they
appear? Why do you observe a pool of water on the highway on hot summer days? Do different frequencies of light
contain different amounts of energy? Why or why not? At what angle does a refracted light create a total internal
reflection? What is the physics of cameras from pinhole to digital? Are all eyeglasses created equal? Why or why not?

In this class, we will conduct hands-on activities to understand the dual nature of light, different types of mirrors and
lenses and the role of light in society. There will be regular assignments and students will follow the scientific method
to complete lab reports.



Painting Workshop
E  Marcela
F  Marcela
G  Marcela

[CA Pre-Req Course][CA Prof]
Do you want to know how to paint but have no clue what colors to mix to get orange, purple or green? Have you
painted before but need practice creating space, light and shadows on a canvas?  Do you want to experiment with
gauche, acrylic and watercolor? 

This class will focus on the basic "rules" of painting. We will begin by conducting color and color mixing
experiments. We will analyze how professional painters have used color to create space, light and mood. We will use a
variety of media including watercolor, acrylic and gauche. We will create a series of paint sketches before settling on a
final painting series.

Physics 200
D  Daniel

[Hands-On Sci Pre-Req Course][Sci Pre-Req Paper][Sci Prof]
Is mathematics the language of physics? What is the role of physics in our society? Should the United States convert to
the metric unit? Why or why not? Are speed limits for safety or revenue? Why does an object in motion remain in
motion? What is the physics behind roller coasters?  
Why are there weight limits in elevators? Can the laws of physics explain why long distance relationships do not often
work?     

In this hands-on science course, students will employ concepts in physics to explore and analyze questions about the
world around us. Students will conduct background research, collect and analyze data using mathematical techniques.  
 Students will follow the scientific method to write lab reports. 

Mathematical concepts will be used as a tool to support our understanding in physics. 
STUDENTS MUST HAVE PASSED AT LEAST ALGEBRA 1 to sign up for this class.

Plant Science
E  Shingi

[Hands-On Sci Pre-Req Course][Sci Pre-Req Paper][Sci Prof]
How to grow and care for plants is very controversial, believe it or not. Very few people will agree on how much
water to use or which fertilizer is better. This makes plant science fertile ground for doing experiments. Can you
develop and carry out an experiment to test whether tap water is better for plants than spring water? Are plastic pots
better than clay ones? 

In this class you will learn introductory Botany, as well as basic plant care. You will also learn how to set up
experiments, make observations, take measurements and draw conclusions. Since every experiment can be improved,
you will learn how to pick out problems and figure out how to solve them. You will have opportunities to write a
qualifying lab pre-req or to start a proficiency.



Poetry Workshop: Get In Formation!
F  Lulu

[CA Pre-Req Course][CA Prof]
This semester we will put a strong focus on understanding and writing various poetic forms. We will track the course
of form in classical and contemporary poetry, and find our voices as poets. By the end of the workshop, students will
have a portfolio of original works and, hopefully, a new way of looking at the world and expressing themselves in it.
Students who have already taken Poetry at Urban are welcome to return.

Proficiency Lab
D  Karen

In this lab, students will work independently on proficiency and pre-requisite papers and projects that have been
assigned in other classes. You must be a Junior or a Senior with specific goals to sign up.

Punch-Out Break
R  Tim

Ever feel like the stress of the day just makes you want to punch or kick something? Come learn some basic martial
arts techniques to help de-stress in a healthy, physical way. We will go over a few basic punches, kicks, and
combinations all while practicing deep breathing and mindfulness. Be prepared to sweat!

Raps, Beats and Visuals
G  Anson, Avram

[CA Pre-Req Course]
How do we write bars, raps or verses? What is "correct" song structure? Can you rap, make beats or DJ, Dance or do
Visual Art? 

Do you want to talk about Hip-Hop?  Do you know its true origins? Has Hip-Hop changed since its origin? Does
Hip-Hop reflect the experiences and perspectives of today's youth?

In this class we will write our own verses, songs, and poetry pieces with the goal of performing them. We will also
analyze songs and performances from established artists and issues within the genre of Hip-Hop.

Reading (Book of  your choice)
R  

Just relax, take a break, and read.  If you'd like to read a book that you already have or a book from our library, you
should choose this group.

Reading for your Literature Proficiency
R  Karen

If you are working with Karen (or another mentor) on your Literature Proficiency, you are invited (but not required) to
join this reading group to read your book and prepare for your discussion.



Reel Shorts: Filmmaking
E  Rachel B

[CA Pre-Req Course][CA Prof][Crit Pre-Req Course]
Do you want to see your name on the big screen? In this class you will write, direct, shoot, act in, and edit short films.
You will have the opportunity experiment with the creative and technical aspects of filmmaking, and to bring your
creative ideas to life on screen at Urban. (We will screen them for an audience of friends and family in June.) 

No previous experience is necessary, but if it is your intention to direct a proficiency film, you must submit your
screenplay to Rachel before registering.

Robotics
A  Shingi

[Hands-On Sci Pre-Req Course] [Sci Pre-Req Paper][Sci Prof]
Do you have what it takes to engineer a robot? How do you tell a machine what to do? What design do you need to
take into consideration in order for your robot to work? Are you ready to compete?

In this course, we will be using Lego Mindstorms to design, build and program robots in teams. No experience with
programming or Lego is necessary, just a willingness to collaborate and learn!

Note: Science Proficiency will only be possible for students who have previously taken the course.

Science Proficiency Workshop
D  Terri G

[Sci Prof]
Are you ready to finish your science proficiency? Are you conducting an experiment from a class that doesn't meet this
semester? Do you need guidance conducting and writing your background research? This is where you belong.

You must have the science prerequisite, and you must have started your Proficiency (i.e. have a mentor and a plan) in
order to enroll in this course.

Note: If you have permission from a science teacher, you may also enroll for extra support in working on your
proficiency in another class.

Senior Portraits and Video
J  Rachel B

In this Activity we will be taking portraits of each member of the senior class, and making a video for the Senior
Celebration.

Sketchbook
A  Marcela

[CA Pre-Req Course][CA Prof]
The sketch book is one of the most important tools an artist can have because it allows an artist to build a body of
work while experimenting with new styles and techniques. You will have daily drawing assignments that will focus on
different elements of art. You will sketch inside, outside and everywhere until the sketchbook becomes an integral part
of your life... You will fill the sketchbook with new concepts, ideas, notations and images that then will be used to
create more finished pieces.



Student Action Committee
J  Andrea, Kevin

The Student Action Committee is a group of students who are interested in taking action to keep Urban a welcoming
community. You are encouraged to join this group which serves to express an informed student voice. It is, basically, a
good way in which you can work with others to insure that the Urban Academy remains the school you believed in
when you decided to attend it.

Tap Dancing: (we'll provide the tap shoes!)
J  Teresa

Do you find yourself tapping your toes in class? On line? Washing dishes? Learn some rhythms to go with those taps.
We will practice the tap basics. Come have fun learning some beats with your feet.

All levels are welcome to come and tap.

The Civil War
D  Avram

[SS Pre-Req Course][SS Pre-Req Paper][SS Prof]
Why did the United States split in two in 1861 and fight a bloody Civil War that killed more Americans than did all of
the other wars in this country's history combined? Who or what was responsible for the end of legal slavery, which
happened after the war was over? How did the relatively small minority of people who wanted to abolish slavery
before the Civil War become influential enough to get that demand met? Why didn't the end of slavery produce racial
equality? This course will examine these and other questions. Students will practice explaining, defending and
supporting their answers to these questions through discussion, the reading of primary and secondary source materials,
regular writing assignments, and a longer, analytical paper.

Social Studies pre-req and proficiencies are possible, if one does the rest of the course work.

The Human Condition: Our Ancient Stories
B  Gail

[Lit Pre-Req Course][Lit Pre-Req Paper]
Birth. Death. Loyalty. Betrayal. Love. Jealousy. Sibling rivalry.
What can we learn about the human condition from Bible stories?
In this Literature class we will be reading and writing about stories from the Bible while exploring the human
experiences these stories tell about.

NOTE:We will be reading Bible stories as Literature.



Thrilling Reads
R  Rachel B

My goal for this group is to find a good suspenseful, thrilling read for everyone who wants to find one. 

I will have some copies of a new book by a first time author and Urban alum, called American Spy. It is set in the
1980s and features a Black female lead character woman who goes to the African country of Burkina Faso on a job for
the US government.  The book is coming out this month, but already it has great reviews. â€œWhat if your sense of
duty required you to betray the man you love? One woman struggles to choose between her honor and her heart in this
enthralling espionage drama set against an unforgettable historical backdrop.â€•

If you want to try this or any other detective novel, thriller, or crime fiction, join us!

Tragic Plays in Literature
D  Rachel W

[Lit Pre-Req Course][Lit Pre-Req Paper]
When does a sad story become a tragedy? What is the role of fate, luck and people's decisions in causing suffering?
What draws us to tell, hear and watch tragic stories and why do they make such compelling theater? In this literature
course, we will read many plays, starting with several Greek tragedies, including Oedipus and either Antigone or
Medea. We will also read modern tragedies by great playwrights such as Arthur Miller and August Wilson. Students
are expected to read outside of class, complete written homework assignments, as well as participate in reading parts
of the plays in class. We will hopefully also attend a play outside of school. There will be opportunities to write a
literature prerequisite paper here.

Transforming NYC
E  Cathy, Rachel W

[SS Pre-Req Course][SS Pre-Req Paper][SS Prof]
Who benefited  and who was hurt when the city built the Barclays Center in Brooklyn? Was the building of Lincoln
Center a good thing? What happens to the locals when the city builds a fancy new park  - like the High Line  - or a
highway - like the Cross Bronx Expressway -  in their neighborhood?  DeBlasio says he's for affordable housing - has
that happened?  What should it look like?

Since the 1930's, New York City has undergone several major transformations.  Decisions about what and where to
build have greatly impacted all New Yorkers. 

In this class we will look at how NYC has changed, starting with the legacy of Robert Moses (hailed by some as the
Master Builder, criticized by others as a racist elitist),  and then looking at the controversies surrounding newer
projects, like Amazon's proposed move to Queens and development in the South Bronx.

As part of the class, we will take trips to neighborhoods that are undergoing new challenges as well as trips to some of
Moses' most famous (and controversial) public works - including a final trip to Jones Beach.

Students will have an opportunity to write either a social studies pre-req or proficiency in this class.



Trigonometry: Buildings, triangles and mystery distances
G  Becky

[Math Pre-Req][Math Prof]
How can you use triangles to measure heights of buildings or distances to places you can see on the horizon?  In this
class you'll be using trigonometric relations and hand-made tools to figure out great distances.  You'll also use proofs,
patterns, equations, identities and graphing to solve practical problems. This class will include trips to the river, park
and several buildings. You will work mainly in small groups and will have regular homework and periodic quizzes and
tests.

Prerequisite- Teacher recommendation

Walking with Roy
R  Roy

A sometimes brisk 30-minute walk around the Upper East Side.  There will be no homework, but you must be
prepared to walk every class.

War Stories
B  Karen

[Lit Pre-Req Course][Lit Pre-Req Paper]
Why do nations go to war?  Are we as human beings simply "wired" to be aggressive?  Are some wars more just than
others?  How does going to war affect the soldiers who do the actual fighting?  How does it affect the families who
stay behind? Should "conscientious objectors" be  considered heroes? Or were they cowards for refusing to go fight
when others had to?  Is America fighting too many wars?  Will there ever be a time when there is actually "peace on
earth"?

In this literature class we will read stories that examine the ways war affects us all.  In addition to books, we will see
films and speak to individuals involved in both pro and anti-war movements.  Students taking this class will be able to
complete the literature pre-requisite paper.

Weight Room & Meditation
F  Shingi

[Phys Ed]
It's time to get in shape! This physical fitness class meets twice a week. We will try out various different
strength-building workout routines, some using the gym's weights and machines, some just using body weight. You
will have the chance to develop your own workout routine based on what we learn. 

We use low weights, so everyone can do the workout - no experience necessary! You do not need to be a weightlifter,
but you do need to come to class every day, ready to participate. In addition to working out with weights, we will do
regular stretches as well as practise meditation. We may also spend time discussing nutrition and healthy eating.



What Was I Thinking?!: Teenage Psychology
A  Taina

[Non Hands-On Sci Pre-Req Course][SS Pre-Req Course]
Ever felt like no one understood what was going on in your head? Like adults "just don't understand?" Or looked back
at something you did and asked yourself "what was I thinking?" Through discussions, readings, writing and a few
survey-based research studies conducted on the people we know, we will explore the reasoning behind these and many
other questions in this psychology course. We will be covering topics such as the teenage brain, morality, gender,
consciousness and perception, identity, parents, relationships and more, all from your perspective and debate whether
or not you think the research has it right! Essentially, this class is an exploration of adolescent psychology - your
psyche - where you will hopefully figure out not just "what was I thinking?" but also, why?

Yearbook
E  Roy

[CA Pre-Req Course]
Wanted: all students interested in putting together this year's yearbook! We need photographers. We need artists and
illustrators. We need students who are computer savvy and others who want to learn computer graphic design. Most of
all, we need creative minds!

This class, as a team, will produce Urban Academy's yearbook.  You will be our staff photographers. You will lay
these photos out to tell the stories of Urban Academy.  Each student will have the chance to focus on particular
projects that suit his/her skills and interest. Some may want to create a comics project that incorporates images with
drawings and text. Some may want to pair graffiti with images.  Others may choose to tell a particular story with
photos you stage using fellow students as characters. Or, you may come up with an entirely new concept.  This will be
your creation and you will have power, as a class, to shape what the yearbook looks like.

We welcome all skill levels of computer and photo enthusiasts, but we hope that those with some computer savvy and
digital photography experience will join our staff.


